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 D-H Rakoto
Read More

 We had all our windows (due to bad condensation in the winter), patio sliding door, and front door replaced back in May. We had 6 estimates and we are happy we went with Window Experts. Everything was installed the same day: clean, attention to details, fast.
We needed some explanation and wanted to review the initial quote. Igor made time and came back to see us.
We definitely recommend this company.
*Pictures of the powder room with the new window*



 Lily Turner
Read More

 We were looking for a reliable company for our window needs and someone recommended us The Window Experts and we couldn't be more pleased with the results. Our initial consultation with them was very informative, and it gave us peace of mind to understand that our windows were going to be replaced correctly. During installation, their technicians took the utmost care in ensuring that each window was properly fitted and sealed correctly. Highly recommended!



 Lindsey Garcia
Read More

 We've been working with The Window Experts for the second time now, and they were just as amazing this time as they were before. Their sales team was extremely knowledgeable and helpful, offering us detailed guidance and advice every step of the way. If you want superior-quality services and products, we highly recommend The Window Experts.



 Jerry Clark
Read More

 We have been searching for energy-efficient windows for our new home for a while and decided to give The Window Experts a try. Their team was quick to install the windows and we were very satisfied with the overall quality. We are now enjoying comfortable temperatures inside our home thanks to the energy-efficient windows that The Window Experts provided. Moreover, we didn’t face any problems or issues down the line since the installation was done flawlessly. We’re certainly glad that we chose The Window Experts to take care of our window needs, and we’d happily recommend them to anyone looking for exceptional window installation services.



 Rachel Jackson
Read More

 This is our second time hiring The Window Experts, and as always, we had an amazing experience. Their sales team was extremely helpful and offered us valuable advice with attention to detail. They guided us on what needed to be done and how they will be moving forward. We were very pleased by their approach and wish to continue working with them. We would recommend them to anyone for high-quality services and products.



 Srdjan Rusovan
Read More

 The Windows Experts installed 11 windows (6 in the house and 5 in the garage) and also installed new door in my garage. Everybody was extremely professional, polite, accurate and finished job as per my expectation and on time. Igor (Sales) was always responsive, reliable and ready to answer all questions and meet even few additional requests we made. Installation team (Zak, Arsen and two other guys (I forgot their names)) was very efficient and competed job on time . They were also very tidy and left everything clean and neat. I would highly recommend The Windows Experts as they are knowledgeable and provide high level quality service.
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Contact Us


	     190 Marycroft Ave., Unit 6, Vaughan, Ontario L4L5Y2 
	     GTA : 905-875-2596 
	     Toll Free : 888-658-8686 
	     Email: info@thewindowexperts.ca 
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Quote Request Form


Please fill out the form below and one of our specialists will contact you as soon as possible.


 
	Name*

	Phone*

	E-mail 

	Address

	Message

	

	

	

	

	Email
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.



         


   


	    Enter your information to get a 100% FREE, No-obligation estimate








                                           